NEWSLETTER
Friday 25 September 2020

There has been a definite sense of a change in seasons this week, as blustery Autumnal conditions have swept
in with fallen leaves and small branches scattered across the new playground.
Creatures, both great and small, have featured across the school this week. Crocodiles and dinosaurs have
rubbed shoulders with guinea pigs, foxes and rabbits. Squirrels were the stars of my Head’s Assembly on
Monday as we looked at how resilient squirrels are, especially when finding ingenious ways of accessing bird
food. We watched a few video clips of squirrels slipping down greased bird feeders, only to come back for
more, and eventually find a way around their problem. Their resilience was a good example to the children of
not giving up, even when things are difficult, or we get them wrong.
In addition to awarding our weekly TRACK certificates, it was a delight to announce our first positions of
responsibility this year for our Year 2 children. I was greatly encouraged by the way the children put
themselves forward for these positions and then voted for, and elected their peers. Congratulations to all those
elected this term, and for those not selected this time, who will wait until next term for their opportunity, well
done for displaying such wonderful resilience!
Have a lovely weekend.
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Nursery
Nursery children have been little
discoverers this week, observing
and investigating all the different
changes we came across during our
busy days. We watched as ice
blocks and frozen hands changed
from solids lumps to clear water in
the warm sunshine “It turns back to water!” – Alex
“The ice disappears.” - Kingsley

Colour mixing with paints resulted
in an amazing array of lovely
autumnal colours; the children
watched the changes as they rolled
and blended reds and yellows to
create different colours to match
the changing leaves we spotted on
the trees at Forest School and as
we walked around the school.
We transformed our cardboard
tubes into binoculars as every great
discoverer needs a pair for spotting
seasonal changes “The top leaves are yellow.” –
Beau, viewing the leaves on the
trees through his binoculars.
Butterflies enjoyed their first visit
to Forest School, exploring the
woodland area and demonstrating
their creativity when upturned pots
and small sticks became drum kits
and their music rang out amongst
the trees.

The Nursery Team
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YEAR 1
Reception

For a class of children who love stories, this week has been a real treat as we have explored the story of The
Selfish Crocodile. The children were quick to tell us how the crocodile should have behaved towards the other
animals who wanted to share the river.
"He needs to be kind and share" Edward.

" He is not being nice and he should be nice" Ted.
The story of The Selfish Crocodile has inspired wonderful mark making and playdough modelling as well-fun
activities that also strengthen little fingers in preparation for writing!
In Maths we have been thinking a lot about matching and the children have been encouraged to not only match
items but also to explain how they know they match.
It was also the turn of The Adventurers to go to Forest School, a real treat in the lovely sunny weather. Many of
the children enjoyed getting reacquainted with forest friends. Raffi was delighted to dig up some dinosaur bones
"These are elbow bones from all different dinosaurs!"
The Reception Team
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Year One

The highlight of the week in Year 1 has been the wonderful hard work and pride the children have taken when
creating and sharing their story boards to retell the events of the story ‘The Somethingosaur’. We have enjoyed
listening to the story of the little lost dragon, known as the Somethingosaur, in search of his mummy and loved
joining in with the speech of the different characters. We then created some excellent story boards with lovely
illustrations which we very proudly presented to the class.
It has been a busy week of very insightful questions in all curriculum areas. When learning about Pangea and how
the Earth has changed over time, the children enjoyed discovering and locating different parts of the world
where dinosaur fossils have been found. We have loved looking at dinosaur skeletons in science and have even
learnt what a palaeontologist is! We looked carefully at many pictures of different dinosaur skeletons to see if we
could identify what dinosaur it was through observation of different features and sizing. On Friday we then
chose a dinosaur skeleton to recreate and challenged the class to identify our dinosaur!

The Year 1 Team
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Year Two
Year 2 have spent the week where
the ocean meets the sky! We have
travelled on Finn's boat and seen the
Library Islands, Big Shell Island and
sailed across the sea of dancing moon
jellies, with the gigantic goldfish! It
could not have been more
exciting. We have written our own
stories about Grandpa travelling to a
fantasy land.
We have been learning about fact
families and how addition and
subtraction are related. We used the
fact families to check addition and
subtraction number sentences. We
wowed Mrs Webb with how well we
knew our addition facts to 20.
We have been learning about how
the Bible is important to
Christians. We know that the Bible is
divided into two parts and that they
show what happened before and
after Jesus was born. We really
enjoyed hearing the story of Moses
and tried to decide which of the Ten
Commandments we use in our daily
lives and which are the most
important.
Team B enjoyed their first trip to
Forest School this week and whilst
they were out, Team A tried out our
new Chromebooks. We were all very
excited to play the Google games
about being kind and safe on the
internet. Year 2 visited Interland and
are learning to 'Be Internet
Awesome'.

The Year 2 Team
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Year Two Positions of Responsibility
This morning we were very excited to announce Year 2 positions of responsibility for this term.

House Captains
Blue House: Senan
Yellow House: Ted
Green House: Joe
Red House: Charlie

School Council: Arthur
School Ambassadors:
George, Benji and Theo

Games Captains:
Yellow House: Olly
Green House: Oscar
Red House: Taran
Blue House: Isaac
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YEAR
1 Club...
Cookery
Wednesday’s After School Cookery Club is hugely popular with our
children. This week, Madame Trier and Mrs Davies-Duddy produced a
huge waffle iron for the children to make delicious fresh waffles. The
children enjoyed stirring the batter, watching the waffles cooking in the
waffle iron and then decorating the finished product with fresh berries
and sprinkles! We expected the children to love the waffles but we
were surprised and delighted to see how they also mastered the art of
washing up!
Lenny summed up the experience later at home by telling his Mummy
that “the waffles were better than fish and chips by the sea!”
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TRACK Awards...

TRACK Certificates were awarded to:
Nursery
Alex P for Kindness
Damian for Resilience
Reception
Julian for Care
Year One
Nathan for Care
Eloise for Aspiration
A HUGE shout out for Lenny for completing a 3k walk, raising money for Royal
Air Force charities.

Year Two
Taran for Aspiration.
Frank for Resilience.

Completed Values trackers for: Ted and Senan (8 stars on their charts)
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YEAR
Follow1 us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us
on Twitter our handle is
@shspreprep and we regularly
update the account with news on
the exciting activities in which the
children are taking part.

We were so happy to see Charlie...

It’s always lovely to see our Old Boys, and we
were delighted when one of our “newest Old
Boys” dropped in this week! Charlie is now in
Year 3 at Shrewsbury House School. He was one
of our fantastic School Ambassadors last year and
was very keen to know who would be wearing the
School Ambassador’s badge this year….
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Happy Birthday...

Happy Birthday to Oscar, David, Noah and Taran. And
a special shout out to George, who celebrated his
birthday in July but very kindly brought in a beautiful
birthday book for our Library this week!
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IN OTHER NEWS… Quote of the Week!
Quo

Quote of the week

“I had a Manchester United kit for my birthday.
My mum had said ‘no’, but I know how her mind
works; she likes to surprise me.”
Noah,
RDM
(...risking the wrath of Liverpool Fan Mr Akhurst)

“This dessert is Heavenly.”
Arthur,
Year 2
(...we can’t disagree with his verdict on Chef Andy’s
homemade Banoffee Pie)

“Mrs Webb, when we go home do you feel sad
and lonely?”
Theo,
Year 2
(...just checking up on Mrs Becky Webb’s
emotional health)
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YEAR
1
And finally...some
other lovely moments from our week...
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YEAR
(and a1few more).
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